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The construction and convergence of an approximate solution to the initial value 
problem x’ = f( t, x), x(O) = xr,, defined on closed subsets of locally convex spaces 
are given. Sufftcient conditions that guarantee the existence of an approximate solu- 
tion are analyzed in relation to the Nagumo boundary condition used in the 
Banach space case. It is also shown that the Nagumo boundary condition does not 
guarantee the existence of an approximate solution. Applications to tixed point 
theorems for weakly inward mappings are given. c 1990 Academx Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study conditions under which the Cauchy problem 
x’ = f(t, x), x(0)=x0 (1.1) 
can be solved in a sequentially complete locally convex topological vector 
space (lctvs) X, always assumed Hausdorff. Here, f: [0, T] x D --+ X is 
continuous with bounded range, T> 0, and D E X. Although the natural 
extension of the Nagumo boundary condition to lctvs does not work (as 
will be shown by counterexample), we introduce condition (Cl) which 
guarantees the existence of an approximate solution on the set D. At the 
same time this condition is necessarily satisfied when a solution exists. Next 
we show that under some additional assumptions (dissipativity condition 
or compactness-type condition) the approximate solution converges to a 
solution. 
In Section IV we give a detailed analysis of how (Cl ) can be obtained 
and its relation to such notions as the weak inwardness and the contingent 
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cone. In Section V we prove new fixed point theorems for dissipative and 
a-condensing maps defined on closed subsets of X. In addition, we provide 
an example of a’weakly inward, contractive, and compact operator defined 
on a closed bounded convex subset of a Frechet space with no fixed points. 
Phillips [ 1 ] was the first to study existence theorems under compactness 
conditions of the non-linear term. Later, Dubinsky [2] obtained a similar 
result while working in Monte1 spaces. Millionscikov [3] also obtained 
some existence theorems using Lipschitz-type conditions. Yuasa [4] gave 
existence theorems.via the measure of non-precompactness. None of them, 
however, obtained solutions on general subsets of a lctvs X. A recent paper 
by Agase [S] introduces the concept of an approximate solution. However, 
Agases condition that guarantees the existence of the approximate solution 
is given in terms of a metric and seems to be much stronger and more com- 
plicated than ours. We should mention that Lemma 2 and Theorems 2, 3, 
and 4 in [S] may not be true unless the author will assume that non-linear 
term f(t, x) has a bounded range. Finally, R. S. Hamilton [6], in his 
expository paper on the inverse function theorem of Nash and Moser, gives 
a very interesting example of an existence theorem in a Frechet space. His 
concept of a “smooth Banach map” results in a reduction of the original 
problem to the Banach space case. 
II. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
Let X be a lctvs (real or complex). For each convex and balanced subset 
B c X, X, denotes the vector space spanned by B. We consider X, with the 
topology induced by the seminorm pe, the gauge of B. Consider the 
Cauchy problem (1.1) for D E X, a closed subset. A function x: [0, T] --f D 
is said to be a solution of (1.1) if x(t) is continuously differentiable and 
satisfies (I. 1). Problem (I. 1) is equivalent to the integral equation 
x(t) =x0 + I ’ f(s, x(s)) ds, tE [O, T]. (11.1) 0 
The integral used in (11.1) is the Riemann integral. Let us point out that 
Riemann integrability of each continuous function characterizes metrizable, 
locally convex spaces (see [7, Theorem 3.5.11). Furthermore (I. 1) and 
(11.1) are not equivalent in non-locally convex spaces. One is referred to 
[IS] for an additional condition on f that guarantees the equivalence of 
(1.1) and (11.1) in a non-locally convex case. 
Let us now assume that (I.1 ) has a solution x(t) on [0, T] for each 
x,ED. For ZED, ~E[O,T], we have z+hu~D for h>O such that 
t + h < T and U= l/h j:‘“f(s, x(s)) ds. It follows that for each neighbor- 
409/151/l-15 
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hood (nbhd) V of zero in X and for each E > 0 there exists h E (0, E) such 
that u~f(t, z) + V; or equivalently, there exists h E (0, E) and z,, E D such 
that 
z,-z-hf(f,Z)EhV. (11.2) 
When the range off is bounded, then V in (11.2) can be replaced by a 
smaller set B n V, where B = 2 cl f {f( [0, T] x D)) and T.4 denotes the 
convex balanced hull of A. 
The above considerations suggest that the following conditions are 
important in the study of differential equations. 
Condition Cl. For each balanced and convex nbdh V of zero, there 
exists a bounded and balanced subset B of X such that for each E > 0, 
XE D, and t E [0, T] we can find 0 <h ds and X~E D satisfying 
x,-x-hf(t,x)Eh(VnB). 
Condition C2. For each balanced and convex nbhd V of zero, each 
E>O, XE D, and tE [0, T], we can find O< h GE and X~E D satisfying 
x,-x-hf(t,x)EhV. 
We have at once the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let us assume that a continuous function f: 
[0, T] x D + X has bounded range. Then (Cl) is a necessary condition for 
the existence of a solution to (1.1) for each x0 ED. 
We note that (Cl) and (C2) are equivalent when X is locally bounded 
(i.e., there exists a bounded nbhd of zero), for example, when X is a nor- 
med space. We remark also that when D is convex, (xh - x)/h - f( t, x) E 
Bn Vimplies that (zk-x)/k-f(t,x)EBn Vfor all O<k<h, where zk= 
k((x,-x)/h)+x=(k/h)x,+(l-k/h)xED. 
Now we will prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let X be a lctvs that is sequentially complete and D be a 
closed subset of X. In addition, let us assume that 
(a) f: [0, T] x D + X is continuous and the range off is bounded 
(b) Condition Cl is satisfied. 
Then for each x0 E D, each abs convex (i.e., convex and balanced) nbhd V of 
zero, and each E > 0, there exists a (V, E)-approximate solution ~~~,~,(t) on 
[0, T] to the problem (1.1); i.e., there exists { ti} in [O, T] with t, = 0, 
ti - tip 1 GE, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, and t, = T, such that 
(i) x~~,~~O) = xo and x ~v,E~(t)-x~V,e~(~)~ (t-s)C(Vn B)+ 41 for 
some abs convex bounded subset B, such that f( [0, T] x D) c Br ; 
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i=l y’ Xcv,c)(ti- 1) ED and x 
CV,e,(t) is linear on [tip,,ti] for each 
3 7 ***, Pi 
(iii) if tE (Ii-1, Ii)> then (dldt) X(,,,)(t)--f(ti--l, xcv,,Jti-,))E Vn 4 
(iv) if t, s E [ti-1, ti], y E D with y-x(,,,(t,-l) E (ti-tip1) 
C(vn B) + &I, thenAt, ~)-.f(s, qV,E~(fi~ 1))~ v-n (25). 
Proof: By increasing B if necessary, we can assume that (Cl ) holds 
when ( Vn B) is replaced by i( Vn B) and B is a closed abs convex subset 
of X such that 6Bf c B and x0 E B. For simplicity, we omit (V, E) as a 
subscript. Our proof is by induction on i. If x(t) is defined on [0, tieI), 
ti- 1 < T and (i)-(iv) are satisfied with [0, T] replaced by [0, tip,], then 
choose hi E [0, E] such that 13~ is the supremum of 6 with t,- i + 6 < T and 
the following properties: 
(1) if t, SE [tj-1, ti-i +6], YED with y-x(t,-,)Ed[(VnB)+Bf], 
thenf(t, ~)--f(s,x(t~-,))~ vnW$), 
12) x6-XiL1-Cf(ti-I, x,- 1) E 6(Bn V) for some x6 ED, where 
Xi- 1 =X(ti- 1). 
Then di > 0 because tie i < T, f is continuous, B and B,- are bounded sets, 
and (Cl) is satisfied. Therefore, we can choose 0 < 6,/2 <hi < di Q E such 
that (1) and (2) are satisfied with 6 replaced by hi. Now we define 
ti = ti_ i + hi and x(ti) = oh,. 
For t E [tip i, tl] we define 
x(t) = 
(t-ti-l)x(ti)+(ti-t)X(ti-l) 
tj - tj- 1 
Properties (i)-(iv) follow easily with T replaced by ti. To complete the 
proof we need to show that t, = T. 
Suppose it is not true, i.e., ti < T for all ia 1. Let u =lim ti. By (i), 
{x(ti)} is Cauchy in X and in X,, hence, convergent to z E D. We observe 
that x(ti) + z also in the space X,. Indeed, X, is normed by pe because B, 
as a bounded subset of X, does not contain any straight line. But then 
x,, E B and closedness of B in X imply that x( ti) + z in X,. Now continuity 
off together with the fact that x( ti) + z in X, guarantees that there exist 
0 < 6, < E and i, 2 2 such that (1) is satisfied for i b i,. Furthermore, there 
exist il > i, and 0 < 6 < 6, such that for xi = x(t,), i 2 i,, and some x6 ED 
we have (x8-xi-,)/6-f(ti-,, ~~-~)=(x~-z)/d-f(u, z)+(z-x~-~)/~+ 
f(~,z)--f(t~-~,x~-~) E f(VnB)+f(VnB)+($V)n2Bfc VnB, where 
the last inclusion follows from the fact that 6Bf c B. Finally, hi + 0 implies 
hi -+ 0. On the other hand, ai is the supremum of all 6 > 0 such that (1) and 
(2) are satisfied. Hence ai 2 6, which obviously cannot be true for i large 
enough. We have reached a contradiction. 
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The above result can be localized in D. Indeed, let f be such that 
f([O, 7’1 xD,) c B, for some bounded subset Bf of X, where D,, = 
D n (x + W) and W is a fixed closed abs convex nbhd of zero in X. Next, 
assume the following local version of (Cl ): 
For each abs convex nbhd of zero V there exists a bounded 
and balanced subset B of X such that for each E >O, 
XED,, and ?E[O,T] we can find O<hd& and X,ED 
satisfying x,, - x - hf( t, x) E h( I/n B). 
Then we can obtain an approximate solution x(,,,)(t) E x,, + W for T such 
that T( V+ Bf) c W and for all Vc (i) W. For the existence of such T > 0, 
the boundedness of B, is essential. 
Let us note that Theorem I.1 holds if the sequential completeness of X 
is replaced by the fast (or Mackeyl completeness of X (each bounded set 
in X is contained in a bounded and abs convex subset B c X such that X, 
is complete). Each sequentially complete space is fast complete. (See [8, 
Prop. 11.1.9, p. 331.) On the other hand, when D is compact, no complete- 
ness assumption is needed. Furthermore, {x,,,,(t)} can be considered as a 
net of continuous functions from [0, T] into X (into D when D is convex) 
where V runs through the nbhds of zero in X and E > 0. We define the 
following order: (V, E) > ( W, 4) if I’c W and E < q. We have 
COROLLARY 11.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem I.1 are 
satisfied. ZJ in addition, x(~,~,( ) t --f x(t)for t E [0, T], then x(t) is a solution 
to (1.1). 
III. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we present existence theorems for the Cauchy problem 
(1.1) under suitable dissipativity and compactness conditions on the non- 
linear map J We begin by studying dissipativity. Let us assume the 
existence of a family X of functions that satisfies the following properties 
(see [9, p. 411 for the Banach space analog): 
(Hl ) Each HE &’ is a continuous function from [0, T] x D x D into 
k+ suchthatH(t,x,x)~O.Also,H(t,x,y)>OforsomeHE~ifx,~ED, 
x#y,O<t<T. 
(H2) For each HE X there exists a continuous seminorm p and 
L,,>OsuchthatIH(t,x,~)-H(t,x,,~,)l~L,,C~(x-x,)+~(~-~,)l 
for every x, x1, y, y, ED and t E [0, T]. 
(H3) If (~1 and {Ye> are nets in D with the same index set such 
that H(t, x,, y,) --* 0 for each HE Z, then x, - y, -+ 0. 
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(H4) For each HEY?, D-H(t, x, y)gfliminfh,O+ (l/h)[H(t,x,y) 
-WC-h, x-hf(t,x), Y-hf(t, y))l <g&t, Wt,x, y)) for TV CO, Tl and 
x, y E D, where’ g,: [0, T] x R + + R is a continuous function such that 
gH( t, 0) z 0 and such that u(t) EE 0 is the unique solution to u’ = gH(t, u), 
u(0) = 0. 
We have: 
THEOREM III. 1. Assume that 
(i) f: [0, T] x D +X is a continuous function with bounded range 
where D is a convex closed subset of a complete lctvs X. 
(ii) Condition Cl is satisfied. 
(iii) There exists a family of Liapunov functions, 2, with the proper- 
ties (Hl)-(H4). 
Then there exists a unique solution to (1.1) on [0, T], for each X~E D. 
Proof The convexity of D implies that x(,,,,(t) ED for t E [0, T]. Let 
HE 2 be an arbitrary element of %. For such # let p be a continuous 
seminorm as in (H2) and let r > 0. For 0 < E, q < r, and V, W c 
{x: p(x) d r} abs convex nbhds of zero in X, let m(t) = 
H(t, ~(~,,)(t), ~~~,~)(t)). Using (H2), properties (iii) and (iv) of the 
approximate solution, and (H4) we obtain D _ m(t) < gH( t, m(t)) + 4L,,,r, 
for all but a finite number of t E [0, T]. To complete the proof we proceed 
in a standard way. Since m(0) = 0, an application of (H4) implies that 
H(t, x(,,,)(t), +w+,W) -+ 0 uniformly on [0, T]. Since H is an arbitrary 
element of 2, (H3) implies that {xcV,,,(t)) is a uniformly Cauchy net on 
[0, T]. Completeness of X together with Corollary II.2 imply that (1.1) has 
a solution on [0, T]. By using (Hl) uniqueness follows in a standard way. 
Let X be a lctvs with D c X and 9 = (p} a family of seminorms that 
generate the locally convex topology of X, For f: D + X we say that f  is 
w-dissipative (o = {o,}) if for each p E 9 there are constants oP E [w such 
thatp(x-y-h(f(x)-f(y))~(l-ho,)p(x-y)forx,yEDandh>O.If 
o, = 0 for all p E 9’ then f  is called dissipative. This definition agrees with 
the concept of dissipativity in a normed space. Furthermore, we say that f :  
D -+ X is locally bounded if for each x E D there exists a neighborhood W 
of zero in X such that f[D n (x + W)] is bounded. 
Following the lines of the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [lo, pp. 247-2481, 
applied to each p E 9, and utilizing Theorem 111.1, we have 
THEOREM 111.2. Suppose X is a complete lctvs X. Let D be a closed and 
convex subset of X and f :  D + X be a continuous map which is w-dissipative 
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and locally bounded. Then (1.1) has a solution x,(t) on [0, “o) for each z E D 
zf Condition Cl is satisfied. Also, 
Ad(t)) d ~(f(z)) exp(qt), 
AxAt) - x,.(t)) d P(Z - w) ev(o,t), 
forpE.9, z, WED, t>O. 
We have the following generalization of the Banach space result (see 
[ 10, Lemma 6.4, p. 251 I). 
COROLLARY 111.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 111.1 are 
satisfied with co,, < 0 for each p E 9. Then there is a unique z E D such that 
f(z) = 0. 
Now we shall consider compactness criteria on the non-linear term f 
which lead to existence results. Let A4 be the set of all bounded subsets of 
X, and d be the set of functions a: B + [0, cc) with the topology of 
pointwise convergent and the natural partial ordering: a, < a2 if al(p) Q 
aI for each p E 9. Following Sadovskii [ 111, we define the Kuratowski 
measure of non-compactness on X, generated by the family B of semi- 
norms, as the function a: M-+ d, defined by the formula [cr(Q)](p)= 
inf{ d > 0: the set 52 can be split into finitely many subsets whose diameters 
with respect to the seminorms p are not greater than d}. Properties of the 
Kuratowski measure of non-compactness may be found in [ 111, par- 
ticularly Theorem 1.2.3 of the quoted reference. 
The following lemma is a mean value theorem in lctvs. 
LEMMA 111.4. Let x: [0, T] +X be left-side dtfferentiable; i.e., the 
quotient (x(t) -x(t-h))/h tends to a limit D,(t) when h +O+ for each 
0 < t < T. Then 
x(t)-x(t-h) 
h 
: tE[O, T], O<h<t cclconv{D-x(t):tE(O, T]}. 
For a proof we refer either to Colombeau [ 12, Theorem 1.3.2, p. 551 or 
to Deimling [ 13, Proposition 2.1, p. 21. The proof in [ 131 is done in the 
normed space case. However, the method extends with no change to a 
general locally convex space setting. 
THEOREM 111.5. Let X be a complete and metrizable lctvs X. Suppose 
that Condition Cl is satisfied, as well as the following conditions: 
(i) f: [0, T] x D + X is a continuous function with bounded range, 
where D is a closed subset of X. 
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(ii) a(fK Q))(p) 6 g,(a(QM)) f or a continuous seminorms p and b 
bounded Q E D, where Z= [0, T] and, for each p, g, : Iw + + R is a con- 
tinuous function with g,(O) = 0 and the property that the initial value problem 
u’ = g,(u), u(0) = 0 has only the trivial solution u E 0. 
Then there is a solution to (1.1) on [0, T] for each x0 ED. 
Proof We start by choosing (I’,, &,)-approximating solutions x,(t) 
where Vn+ , c V, is a countable base of nbhds of zero in X and E, JO + . 
Let p be a continuous seminorm and r > 0. For k 2 N 3 1 (N is such that 
6, <r and V, c {x: p(x) 6 r}), let m(t) = cr(Q,(t)(p), where Q,(t) = 
{x,(t): nak} and m(O)=O. Furthermore, m(t) is continuous because of 
the property (i) approximate solutions and the subadditivity of cc We have 






Lemma III.4 and convexity properties of a give us D _ m(t) < 
lim inf h+O+ aK&Vh)l(p), where 1, = Ct- k fl, QiAZJ = Urtlh Q’dt), and 
sZb( t) = {D _ x,(t): n > k}. Also, for k > N, 
aCQLVdl(p)6a U {f(~,(t), -d~,(t))):n>k} (p)+Zr, 
* t 4 I 
where we have used property (iii) of approximate solutions. Assumption 
(ii) of the theorem gives us a[Qb(Z,)](p)< g,[a(Q,(Z,,))] +2r. By the 
continuity of g, and the uniform continuity of a, g,[a(Q,(Z,))](p) -+ 
g,[a(Q,(t))](p) as h +O+. Therefore, 
D - m(t) d g,(m(t)) + 2r 
for t E [0, T]. The rest of the proof proceeds in the same manner as in the 
proof of the corresponding theorem in the Banach space setting (see [9, 
Theorem 2.5.1, pp. 45-461 or [ 13, Theorem 2.1, pp. 21-221). 
In utilizing compactness arguments in a non-metrizable lctvs, a slightly 
stronger condition than (Cl) is required. In effect, the choice of the 
bounded set B must be uniform with respect to neighborhoods. 
Condition C3. There exists a bounded and abs convex B c X such that 
for each abs convex nbhd V of zero, each E > 0, and each (t, x) E [0, T] x D 
we can find 0 < h d E and xh E D satisfying xh - x - hf (t, x) E h( Vn B). 
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We recall some basic topological notions. We say that X satisfies the 
Mackey condition (see [ 14, p. 1771) ‘f I each convergent sequence {x,,} is 
bournologically convergent (i.e., there exists a bounded and balanced 
subset B c X and a sequence Y,, -+ 0 such that x,, E Y,, B for n 3 1). We say 
that X satisfies the strict Mackey condition if for every bounded and abs 
convex subset A of X, there exists a bounded and abs convex B 3 A such 
that on A, the topology induced by X or X, is the same. We note that each 
metrizable lctvs satisfies both of these conditions. For other examples of 
such spaces see [ 14, pp. 177-178 and 182-1841. 
THEOREM 111.6. Let X be a quasi-complete lctvs which satisfies the strict 
Mackey condition. Suppose that (i) and (ii) of Theorem III.5 are satisfied, as 
well as Condition C3. Then there is a solution to (I.1 ) on [0, T] for each 
x,ED. 
Proof: The strict Mackey condition implies the existence of an abs 
convex and bounded subset B’ 3 B such that the topology on B induced by 
X or X,, is the same. Therefore, Condition C3 implies that Condition C2 
is satisfied in X,.. It is now clear that for E > 0 we can construct 
s-approximate solutions with the properties (i) to (iv), where Vn B and I’ 
in (iv) are replaced by EB’. By taking E, + 0 ‘we obtain the corresponding 
sequence of approximate solutions x,(t) to (1.1). Moreover, {x,,(t)} c X, 
and is uniformly bounded there. Now we proceed in the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem III.5 to obtain that ci{x,(t)} is compact in X. Again the 
strict Mackey condition gives that cl{x,( t)} is compact in Xw. As before, 
Corollary II.3 completes the proof. 
The strict Mackey condition on Theorem III.6 is superflous if (C3) is 
replaced by the condition that (C2) is satisfied in some X, where B is a 
closed bounded abs convex subset of X containing D and f(D). 
IV. CASES OF EQUIVALENCE 
In this section we shall indicate certain cases when the conditions (Cl) 
and (C2) are equivalent. In fact, in many situations the direct applications 
of the Nagumo condition (C2) is rather difficult. However, the formulation 
of Condition Cl may be well suited for these applications. Therefore, when 
it is known that the conditions are equivalent, the application of (Cl) may 
provide an important tool in obtaining existence results. Indeed, we shall 
see this shortly in constructing fixed point theorems. 
Let us introduce few definitions. For a subset D c X of a lctvs X 
and XE D, define the contingent cone to D at x by T,(x) = 
n.ne,o~O<h9E (( l/h)(D - x) + V), where V runs through abs convex 
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nbhds of zero in X. The contingent cone can be viewed as a generalization 
of a tangent space in the following sense: If D is a smooth manifold 
embedded in KY’; then T,(x) is the tangent space to D at x. More facts 
about T,(x) can be found in [15,16]. 
For pal E 9, a family of seminorms on X that determines the locally con- 
vex topology of X, let us define dist,(x, D) = inf,. D p,(x - u), the distance 
function from x E X to D in terms of pa. For x E D we define the inward set 
Z,(x)= {x+c(u- ) x:u~Dandc>O}.Wesaythatamappingf:D+Xis 
inward in case f (x) E Z,(x) for each x E D. f is weakly inward in case f (x) E 
cl Z,(x) for each x E D. The notion of a weakly inward map was introduced 
by Halpern and Bergman [ 171 in the context of locally convex spaces, and 
plays an important role in the fixed point theory. However, they used it 
successfully only when D was compact. Later it was used for subsets of 
normed spaces. We already noted that when X is normed (Cl ) and (C2) 
are equivalent. Below we show that the same is true when D is compact 
and convex. Furthermore, at the end of Section V, we give an example of 
a weakly inward, contractive, and compact operator (defined on a closed, 
bounded, and convex set D) that does not have fixed points. 
All the results below are true if f (t, x) depends explicitly on t. However, 
to simplify our notation we consider the case where f does not depend 
on t. 
We have the following standard result (see, for example, Lemma 1.5 of 
~241). 
PROPOSITION IV.l. Let D be a subset of a lctvs X andf: D + X. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) (C2) is satisfied. 
(b) f(x) E T,(x) for each x E D. 
(c) lim inf,,,+ (l/A) dist,(x + Af(x), D) = 0 for each pz E 9 and 
XED. 
If, in addition, D is convex, then (a), (b), and (c) are equivafent to 
(d) x + f(x) E cl Z,(x) for each XE D (i.e., Z+ f is weakly inward 
on D) 
(e) f(x)Ecl[Uh,O (l/h)(D-x)] for each XED. 
Let (X, T) = ind(X,, T,); i.e., X is an inductive limit of an increasing 
sequence of locally convex spaces. Then (X, T) = ind(X,,, T,) is called 
regular if for each bounded subset B c X there exists n, > 1 such that 
B c X,, and B is bounded in (X,, , T,,). Also, (X, T) is said to be strongly 
boundedly retractive if given n > 1 there exists k > n such that for each 
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bounded subset B of (X, T) contained in X,,, the topologies T and T, 
coincide on B. Floret [18] showed that for (X, T)=ind(X,,, T,), where 
Xn~Xtl+, and X, are normed spaces for n 3 1, (X, T) is strongly 
boundedly retractive if and only if (X, T) is regular and satisfies the 
Mackey condition. 
We shall now indicate some cases when (C2) is equivalent to (Cl). 
Throughout, D is a subset of the lctvs X and ,f: D -+ X. 
THEOREM TV.2. Conditions Cl and C2 are equivalent in each of the 
following cases: 
(1) D is convex and x+f(x)~Z,(x) for each XED (i.e., Z+f is 
inward). 
(2) D is compact and convex and f is continuous. 
(3) X has the weak topology of a normed space and D is convex. 
(4) X satisfies the strict Mackey condition, D is weakly compact and 
convex, and f is untformly continuous with bounded range. 
(5) X is the inductive limit of an increasing sequence of Banach spaces, 
it is fast complete, and it satisfies the Mackey condition. In addition, D and 
f(D) are bounded subsets of X. 
Proof: The proof for Case (1) is straightforward. For (2), let V be an 
open nbhd and E > 0. For each x E D there exist 0 <h Q E and xh E D such 
that x,-x-hf(x)EhV. For XED, N(x)= {LED: xh- y-hf(y)EhV} is 
a non-empty open nbhd of x in D. Moreover, D = lJxtD N(x). Compact- 
ness of D implies that there exists x,, . . . . xk E D such that D = U:=, N(x;). 
Let us define 
B= i, 
i= 1 
Then B is the required bounded (even relatively compact) subset of X in 
(Cl). The remark after Proposition II.1 completes the proof for Case (2). 
By Proposition IV.1 and the fact that T,(x) is convex when D is convex 
(see [S, pp. 405408]), we can write 
weak cl ,yo ;(D-x) = ] normcl[ ,v, $(D-x)] 
= f-j n f-j (k(D-x)+rB), 
r>O E>O O<h<E 
where B denotes the norm-closed unit ball in X. This shows that (C2) 
implies (Cl) and, at the same time, gives the equality 
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A~~+ i dist,(x + If(x), D) = 0, (IV.1) 
where dist,(z, D) denotes the distance from z to D in X viewed as a 
normed space. 
Given Case (4), we shall show that there exists a bounded abs convex 
subset B of X with D u f(D) c B, such that on D the weak topology of X 
and the weak topology of X, coincide. In particular, D is weakly compact 
in X,. Indeed, let B be a bounded and abs convex subset of X that is given 
in the definition of the strict Mackey condition of X. Clearly, X*, the dual 
of X, is contained in Xg. Therefore, on D the weak topology of X, is 
stronger than the weak topology of X. Furthermore, the fact that for a 
convex subset D of a lctvs Y ( = X,), the fact of weak compactness depends 
only on the topology induced by Y (not Y weak) on D (see [ 14, Chap. 2, 
Sect. 8, Ex. 2). Hence D is weakly compact in A’,. Moreover, every coarser 
Hausdorff topology on D coincides with the weak topology of X, on D, 
which demonstrates the assertion. 
Since every net (Y,},,~ such that y, = rzx, + x E X where 0 < r, + co 
and x, E D contains a bounded subnet of { ym}, we can find X,E D 
and h, -+ 0 such that z, = (x,-x)//q-f(x) +O and {zZ} is a bounded 
net. Next, because x, +x, continuity of f implies that y, = 
(x,-x)/h, -f(x,) = z, +f(x) -f(x,) + 0 and {y,} is a bounded net. Let 
V be an abs convex nbhd of zero in X and E > 0. For each x E D, there is 
an abs convex and bounded subset B, of X such that y, + 0 in XBX. By 
increasing B,, if necessary, we can assume that B c B,. Let W be a nbhd 
of zero in X such that W+ WC V. By uniform continuity, there exists a 
balanced nbhd U of zero in X such that y E D and y-x E U imply 
f(y) -f(x) E W. Take 0 < q < E and 6, > 0 such that d(D) + r$, B, c U 
and 6, B, c W. Let us note that g can be chosen independently of x E D. 
There exists cq, such that for a <a, we have h, <q and 
(x,-x)/h,-f(x,) E~,B,. Now, if I’,. is a weakly open nbhd of zero in 
A’,, then 
and N, is a weakly open nbhd of x in (D, weak topology of X,). By the 
above consideration, D is weakly compact in X,, and therefore D c 
lJr= 1 N, for some n b 1. For B, = U;= I 6,B, and each x E D we have 
(xh - x)/h -f(xh) E B, n W for some 0 < h < q < E and x,, E D. But 
xh -x E If(D) + hB, c U implies f(xh) -f(x) E W. Hence we have 
y-f(x)~B~n W+(2B,)n Wc(Bo+2Bo)n(W+ W). 
Finally, the remark after Proposition II.1 completes the proof for Case (4). 
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By the result of Qiu Jing Huei quoted in [ 191, X is fast complete if and 
only if X is regular. Hence X is strongly boundedly retractive. It also 
follows that D, f(D) c X,, for some n, 2 1 and are bounded there. Since 
every net {Y,L such that ya = r,x, + x E X where 0 < r, -+ co and x, E D 
contains a bounded subnet of { yn), we can find X,E D and h, + 0 such 
that y, = (x,-x)/h, -f(x) -+ 0 and {y,} is a bounded net in X. Then 
there exists n, b n, such that yZ -+ 0 in X,,,, and we can choose B = B,, in 
(Cl ), where B,, is the unit ball in X,,. We remark that B does not depend 
on V. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We note that an important class of spaces satisfying (5) of Theorem IV.2 
is the duals (with the strong topology) of quasi-normable and metrizable 
spaces (see [ 14, Theorem 1, p. 165; Theorem 5, p. 174; and Corollary 2, 
p. 1751 and Exercise 2.1, p. 177 of [ 181). 
V. FIXED POINT THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES 
As an application of Theorem I.1 we obtain new fixed point theorems for 
lctvs, which were known previously only in the Banach space setting. 
THEOREM V. 1. Suppose X is quasi-complete (closed and bounded sets are 
complete) lctvs X; D is a closed, convex, and locally bounded subset of X; 
and f: D -+ X is a continuous and locally bounded map which is o-dissipative 
with cop < 1 for each p ~9. If Condition Cl is satisfied with f replaced by 
f - Z, then there is a unique z E D satisfying f (z) = z. 
Proof f - I is o-dissipative with o = { oP - 1) and oP - 1 < 0 for all 
p E 9’. By Corollary 111.3, there is a unique z E D such that f(z) - z = 0; i.e., 
z is a unique fixed point off: 
Let us note that f is w-dissipative with wP < 1 if f is a contraction, i.e., 
p(f (x) -f(y)) d cP p(x - y) for ail p E 9, x, y E D, and 0 6 cP < 1. Using the 
results of Theorem IV.2(4) and IV.2(5), we have the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY V.2. Suppose that X is a quasi-complete lctvs with the strict 
Mackey condition. Assume that D is a convex and weakly compact subset of 
X and f: D + X is a contraction map. Zf f is weakly inward on D then f has 
a unique fixed point. 
COROLLARY V.3. Suppose that X is the inductive limit of increasing 
sequence of Banach spaces X, and, in addition, X is quasi-complete and 
satisfies the Mackey condition. Assume that D is a closed and locally 
bounded subset of X and f: D -+ X is a contraction. If .f is weakly inward on 
D then f has a unique fixed point. 
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We observe that each metrizable lctvs satisfies the strict Mackey condi- 
tion. In addition, when X is reflexive, each bounded subset of X is relatively 
weakly compact. Corollary V.3 generalizes the classical result that in a 
Banach space each weakly inward contraction defined on a closed subset 
D has a unique fixed point. Later in the section we show that, in general, 
Theorem V.l may not be true if (Cl) for f - I is replaced by the weak 
inwardness off on D. 
If c1 is the Kuratowski measure of non-compactness defined in Sec- 
tion III, we say that f: D -+ X is a-Lipschitz if [cc(f(B))](p) <k,[cc(B)](p) 
for all bounded B c D, p E 9, and for some k, > 0. f is called a-condensing 
if Cdf(B))l(p) < CWN(P) w enever h [a(B)](p) >O. In [17] Bergman 
and Halpern proved the following fixed point theorem (for a simple proof 
of this theorem, see Theorem 1.3 of [24]): 
THEOREM V.4 (Theorem 4.1 of [17]). Let X be a topological vector 
space such that continuous linear functionals distinguish points (for example, 
every Ictvs). Let D be a compact convex subset of X and f: D --+ X be a 
continuous weakly inward map (equivalently, (C2) is satisfied for f-Z). 
Then f has a fixed point. 
The conditions (Cl) and (C2) are equivalent under the assumption of 
the above theorem (D is convex and compact and f is continuous). We 
wish to generalize Theorem V.4 to the case when D is not necessarily 
compact but f is a-condensing. Our first preliminary result uses a method 
developed by Deimling [20, Theorem 1, pp. 69-701. 
PROPOSITION VS. Suppose X is a quasi-complete lctvx X. Let D be a 
closed bounded convex subset of X and f: D + X be a continuous 
u-condensing map with bounded range. Then f has a fixed point in D if f - I 
satisfies (C2) for some X,, where B is a closed bounded abs convex subset 
of X containing D and f (D). 
Proof All conditions are invariant under translation, so we may 
assume 0 ED. It is enough to assume that f is cl-Lipschitz with k = k, < 1. 
Indeed, that f - Z satisfies (C2) in X, implies kf - Z satisfies (C2) in X, (see 
(d) of Proposition IV.1). Now if k, f(x,) =x, E D for k, < 1 and k, -+ 1 
then [a( {x,}: n > l)](p) = 0 for each p E .5Y if f is a-condensing. Since X is 
quasi-complete, this means that cl{x,,} is compact in X. Hence x,,. + x0 = 
f(xO) ED for some subnet of {.r,}. 
We want to show that the problem can be reduced to the situation 
of Theorem V.4. Let us choose WED, O<v,< 1, C,“=, v,,< cc and 
consider D,=D, D,=clconv[(f(D,-,)+v,B)u {w)~D,~~, nal. It 
is clear that D, c D,- 1; D,#@ (WED,) for nal; and each D, is 
closed, convex, and bounded. Furthermore, for each p E 9, we have 
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CWJI(P) d C4m,,-1))1(P) + ~J,,C4Wl(P) d ~‘Tm)l(P) + [IdWl 
(p)[k”%, + ‘.. +ku,- , + u,]. Hence [@D,)](p) -+O as n -+ rj for each 
pep. Therefore, D* = fin,O D, is non-empty, convex, and compact. Our 
next task is to show that,fis weakly inward on D*. In the process of doing 
that we first show that fis weakly inward on D,, n > 0 as a map from D, to 
X,.Itistrueforn=O.IfitistrueforD,,_,,fixO<~~u,andx~D,~D,~,. 
There is 0 <h < E and xh E D,,+ 1 such that x,, - x - h(f(x) -x) E h&B. Let 
u = x + (l/h)(x, - x). Then u -f(x) E B, i.e., u E f(D,, + ,) + u, B. Moreover, 
(1 -h)x+hu=x,ED,,+, implies that X~E D,. To show that f is weakly 
inward on D*, let XE D* c D,,, y1 >O, and consider the initial value 
problem U; = f(u,,) - u,, u,(O) =x on [0, T], T> 0. By the remark after 
Theorem III.6 there is a solution u,(t) ED,, t E [0, T], for every n > 0. 
Furthermore, for each t E [0, T], {uJt)} is relatively compact in X and 
{uJ .)} is equicontinuous (D and f(D) are bounded sets). By Ascoli’s 
theorem for topological vector spaces, there is a subnet of {u,(t)} converging 
uniformly on [0, T] to u(t)E D* and u(t) is a solution to u’=f(u)- U, 
u(0) = x on [0, T]. This implies that f - I satisfies (C2) in X (in fact, (Cl) 
holds too since D* and f(D*) are bounded sets). Equivalently, f is weakly 
inward on D* in X. Finally, Theorem V.4 completes the proof. 
THEOREM V.6. Assume that 
(i) X is a quasi-complete metrizable lctus X, D is a closed, bounded, 
and conuex subset of X, andf: D + X is a continuous and a-condensing map 
with bounded range. 
(ii) f-Z satisfies (Cl). 
Then f has a fixed point in D. 
Proof: Theorem III.5 implies that the initial value problem x’ = 
f(x) - x, x(0)=x0 ED has a solution in D. Thus, we conclude that f-Z 
satisfies (C3). Next, X being metrizable satisfies the strict Mackey 
condition, therfore f -I is weakly inward in some X, with a bounded B 
containing D and f(D). Now, Proposition V.5 completes the proof. 
As we mentioned before, in some situations (Cl) and (C2) are equivalent. 
This is so when D is a convex, weakly compact subset of a metrizable lctvs 
X and f is uniformly continuous with bounded range (Theorem IV.2). We 
have: 
COROLLARY V.7. Suppose that (i) of Theorem V.6 holds but X is not 
necessary quasi-complete. In addition, assume that D is weakly compact and 
f is weakly inward and untformly continuous. Then f has a fixed point in D. 
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D, because it is weakly compact, is a complete subset of X with the weak 
topology. Since closed convex subsets of X are weakly closed, it follows 
that D is a complete subset of X. Quasi-completeness of X in Theorem III.5 
was only needed for the subsets of D. 
Theorem V.6 and Corollary V.7 are also true if the assumption that f is 
m-condensing is replaced by the condition that f is b-condensing [21]. 
Theorem V.6 extends Reich’s result [Zl, Theorem 3.31. He assumed that f 
is inward on D. Furthermore, in [22] Reich conjectured that for every 
continuous weakly inward a-contraction f: D + X, where D is a bounded 
closed convex subset of a Frechet space X, the initial value problem x’= 
f(x), x(0) = x0 ED has a solution on [0, T], T> 0. The example given 
below shows that this is not true in general. The result in [22] given in the 
remark after the theorem is not true if K is not assumed to be closed in 
each Epn, n> 1. 
We are not able to prove a non-metrizable analog of Theorem V.6. The 
difficulty is to show the convergence of a net (not a sequence) of 
approximate solutions to a solution of the initial value problem x’= 
f(x) -x, x(0) = z E D. Let us note that this problem does not occur when 
f is o-dissipative, since in the process of showing the convergence of a net 
of approximate solutions we show that our net is Cauchy. When f is 
a-Lipschitz, one would like to show that the net of approximate solutions 
is relatively compact, but this may not be true even if the net is convergent. 
However, we do have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY V.8. Assume that (i) of Theorem V.6 holds, with X not 
necessarily metrizable. In addition, suppose that X is an inductive limit of an 
increasing sequence of Banach spaces and satisfies the strict Mackey condi- 
tions. Then f has a fixed point in D lff is weakly inward on D. 
ProoJ By Theorem IV.2(5), Condition C3 holds for some bounded and 
abs convex subset B of X. Since X satisfies the strict Mackey condition, an 
application of Proposition V.5 completes the proof. 
Finally, let us present two examples for which (C2) is satisfied and (Cl ) 
is not satisfied, and for which there exist neither fixed points nor a solution 
of the initial value problem. 
For D c X, a point x E D is a local conical support point of D if there is 
a cone C with non-empty interior and a nbhd V, of x such that (X + C) n 
V, n D = {x}. A point x E D of a real lctvs X is called a support point of 
D if there exists a nonzero continuous linear functional F on X such that 
sup F(D) = F(x). The functional F is called a support functional of D. 
When D is convex, XE D is a local conical support point of D if and only 
if x is a support point of D. This fact easily follows from the separation 
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theorem. The following result relates Condition C2 to the notion of local 
supports points (see also Proposition 4.1 of [25]). 
PROPOSITION V.9. Let D be u subset of a lctvs X. Suppose that x E D and 
there is a w E X such that we can find E > 0 and a nbhd V of zero in X such 
that for each 0 <h <E and each z E D, x + hw -z E X\hV. Then x is a local 
conical support point of D. 
ProoJ: Let U be a closed abs convex nbhd of zero in X satisfying 
2Uc V. Note that WEX-2U. Consider C=Uh,O {VEX: hw-yEhU}. C 
is a cone with non-empty interior. For p the gauge of U, and r = min( 1, E), 
define N= (x: p(x) < r} a nbhd of zero in X. To prove that x is a local 
conical support point it is enough to show that (x + Cn N) n D = {x}. 
SupposeO#yEC,p(y)dr,andx+yED.Forh>Osuchthathw-yEhU 
we have hp(w)-p(y)dh. Hence h<p(y)/(p(w)- 1)<2p(y)/p(w)<r<~, 
where we used the fact that p(w) 3 2. Therefore x + hw - (x + y) E X- hV. 
On the other hand, x + hw - (x + y) = hw - y E hU c (i) h V. This con- 
tradiction completes our proof. 
As a first example, let us consider the set D given by Peck [23] in 
Theorem 4. D is a closed bounded convex set without support points in 
some Frechet space X. Proposition V.9 gives us that for each E > 0, for each 
balanced nbhd V of zero in X, and for each x E D and w  E X we can find 
O< h GE and X,,E D such that xh-x- hwg hV. This is exactly Condi- 
tion C2 for f = w. Using Proposition IV.l(e) we can also say that 
ClCUh>O (l/h)(D -x)] =X. In other words, (C2) is trivially satisfied for 
each x E D and any function f: D -+ X. For example, if f(x) = c for some 
c E X\D and all x E D then f  is dissipative and weakly inward on D, yet f  
has no fixed points in D. 
As a second example, with D as above, let w  E X\D and z E D. We claim 
that (Cl) does not hold on D for f(x) = w-z. Indeed, the initial value 
problem x’ = f(x), x(0) = z, 0 < t < 1, does not have an approximate solu- 
tion on [0, 1 ] in spite of the fact that (C2) holds on D for f(x) = w - z, 
x E D. Indeed, even if Condition (iv) is dropped and B n V is replaced by 
V in (i)-(iii) of Theorem 11.2, there fails to be any “approximate solution” 
in this weaker sense. 
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